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Abstract. COMSOL Multiphysics software was used to simulate three-phase squirrel-cage 

induction motors, and some of the findings for various motor operating situations are 

presented in this work. For both normal operation and operation with a locked rotor, the 

simulation was run at the nominal rotational speed and under the nominal operating 

conditions described above. It is shown that the currents in the rotor bars that are closest to 

each other, as well as the inner torque of the motor, are all shown for each tested situation. 

It's possible to compare the model's simulated values of numerous motor characteristics 

with real-world measurements taken by the manufacturer, the manufacturer, or our lab. 

According to known scientific values, we may compare the simulation findings to those 

obtained from the actual measurements. An analogous circuit for the motor may be 

constructed using COMSOL and its parametric values, which can then be compared to the 

motor data plate and to actual testing results. 

1. Introduction 

Electrical devices may be designed, studied, calculated or optimized using the Finite Element 

Method (FEM). Because it uses finite elements to break down a large problem into smaller 

pieces, the FEM is a powerful numerical approach [4]. For each element, a different set of 

element equations is used. Each element's single node point is where the answer may be found. 

COMSOL Multi Physics [5] is only one example of the several alternative FEM software 

options available. 

For the purpose of creating a quasi-3D model, an out-of-plane thickness of the induction 

motor's windings was chosen in advance (opaque). Uses the AC/DC Module's Rotating 
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Machinery, Magnetic interface for time-domain modeling. Maxwell's equations may be 

efficiently solved using the magnetic vector potential and the magnetic scalar potential as 

dependent variables in this physical interface. Using the nodes of Ampere's Law, rotating 

machinery magnetic interfaces may be solved for a magnetic field in a motor (Figures 9-11). 

Simulated motor parameters will be evaluated against actual data, or against theoretical 

hypotheses, in this study. The model will then be used to investigate the tested motor in the 

event of electrical or mechanical failures or abnormalities. 

2. Induction Motor Design 

 

Non-linear motor laminations have been modelled using the 800-6AM electrical steel. The 

With this material, you may simulate stator and rotor lamination in COMSOL using the B-H 

curve.  Anisotropic equivalent conductivity may be calculated using homogenization methods 

because of the laminations [12],[3] and [4].   

The following are the homogenization formulae used in this study: 

σx = σy = σ, (1) 

 

σ  =  
1 

σ, (2) 

z 
n2 

 

Note that the values of the simulated parameters depend on the accuracy of the identification 

and computation of the model's parameters, the machine's shape and material properties, 

precise meshing, especially of the motor air gap, and the simulation's time step. 

End winding impedance components for feeding an induction motor from a sinusoidal three-

phase sinusoidal voltage source were coupled to Comsol's Electrical Circuit interface. In 

addition to the external rotor circuits [8, 5], and 6 that are developed, this interface is 

employed. This equation calculates stator resistance for overhang, RRend, and an iron rotor 

bar. The following are the equations: 

RSend= ρ 
2l0NS 

, (3) 
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A 

Area of the stator winding (m2), cage end-ring diameter (m), stator phase number (NS), and 

the cage end-ring area (AR) (m2), where l0 is the average stator winding overhang (m) (m2). 

3. Nominal Operating Condition Modeling and Analysis 

 

As shown in Tab 1, the catalog parameters have been used to model the induction motor's 

performance. Changes were made to COM-Rotating SOL's Machinery, Magnetic physics 

section to alter the motor speed. The induction motor's geometry may be seen in the figure 

above (Figure 1). 

Tab. 1: The motor's chosen settings. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

The wattage 4 kW Theoretical 
power ratio 

0.83 

Value of voltage 
at the unitary 

value 

400 V Nominal 
velocity 

1440 rpm 

Symbolic current 8.4 A Torque at a 
given speed 

27 N·m 

Initiating 
current to 

voltage 

6 The ratio of 
starting torque 
to total torque 

2.7 

The average 
number of 
occurrences 

50 Hz Efficiency at a 
minimum 
level. 

83.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 1: Vector potential lines of magnetic flux density and equi-potentials 
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Locked Rotor Condition Motor Simulation 

At zero revolutions per minute, the simulation was run in Rotating Machinery, Magnetic 

Physics, with a locked rotor state. Magnetic flux density and vector potential lines at nominal 

supply voltage are shown in Figure 11. High currents in the rotor cage drive the rotor flux 

toward the air gap. As a result, the flux tends to accumulate around the rotor's surface and 

between its slots, where it gets saturated. Under normal operating circumstances, as seen in 

Figure 2, the motor's rotor iron has a low magnetic flux density. 

During the simulation, the temperature of the laboratory was taken into consideration. 

Assuming that the motor temperature is equal to ambient, the stator current and catalog 

starting current are compared. 

 

 

 

Fig. 11: Under a locked rotor at the nominal supply voltage and magnetic flux density, equipotential lines of magnetic vector potential 
may be generated 

 

An electric motor's inner torque and other information, as shown in the figures in Figures 12, 
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13, 14, and 15, were derived from the simulation results (Fig. 12). Harmonic analysis results 

are compared to the short-circuit characteristic and the initial current in Table 4 of the motor 

catalog. 

 
Tab. 4: A comparison of the current flowing through the stator while the rotor is locked. 

Source Stator current 

A list of motors 50.4 A 
The manufacturer's 

price 
54.83 A 

Simulation 55.5 A 

 

Based on the results of COMSOL Analysis 

Without accounting for iron loss, this is an induction motor steady state harmonic equivalent 

circuit. Besides R1 and L1, there are two further components to the stator phase resistance: R1 

and L1. 

R1 = RSend + RSfem, (15) 

 

L1σ  = LSend + LσSfem. (16) 

The first section of Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) combines Eq. (3) and Eq. (9). 2D field model in 

second portion. When COM-SOL is asked to compute RSfem, the slots are provided as multi-

turn coil domains. Emotional Intelligence (16). 

Tab 5 compares predicted motor parameters to those obtained from the motor data plate and 

observed values. 

Tab. 5: A comparison of the induction motor's operating parameters. 

 

 From the 
informati
on on the 
data 
plate. 

As a result 
of the 
data 
collected 

From 
COMSOL 

R1 (Ω) 3.08 3.02 2.96 
L1σ (mH) 2.8 3.1 3.08 
Lm (mH) 138 140 125 
R2

′
 (Ω) 1.22 1.22 1.38 

L2σ
′
 (mH) 2.8 3.1 3.08 

6. Conclusion 

Simulated results for induction motor model's nominal operating state are quite comparable 
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to catalog values and observed values of actual motor operation, to be more precise. Table 2 

shows very slight differences between the simulated and actual stator current and torque values 

for the nominal operating state. 

If the parameters utilized in the model have been correctly identified and calculated, the 

geometry and material properties of the machine, the precise meshing, particularly of the 

motor air gap, and an appropriate time step are all factors that influence the simulated 

parameters. 
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